
Cygnet Recitals ~ Sunday 18 February, 2.30pm
Montsalvat Barn Gallery ~ Sunday 25 February, 2.30pm

Melbourne Recital Centre, Salon ~ Wednesday 28 February, 7.00pm
Sydney Mozart Society ~ Friday 2 March, 8.00pm
The Memo, Healesville ~Sunday 4 March, 2.00pm

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 1756-1791
String Quartet No. 18 in A major, K.464 "The
Drum" (composed 1785)

I. Allegro
II. Menuetto and Trio
III. Andante
IV. Allegro

The fifth in a series of quartets dedicated to “Papa Haydn”, this
work is the glue between the three great masters of classical
string quartet writing. Beethoven and Haydn’s relationship
wasn’t quite the one of mutual respect between Haydn and
Mozart: Beethoven never heeded Haydn’s request that one of
his compositions would bear the inscription, by Ludwig van
Beethoven, pupil of Haydn. Mozart's K.464 was influenced
directly by Haydn’s Op. 33 set (which Mozart heard fresh off the
press in 1781) and this work in turn served as a great influence
on Beethoven’s early string quartet, Op. 18, No. 5.

Mozart agonised (rather uncharacteristically) over the set of six
quartets dedicated to Haydn. In a letter, he describes them as
his children and even jests that these string quartets may give
him solace in later years. The tone of the letter is one of
uncompromised reverence:

You, yourself, dearest friend, told me of your satisfaction with
them during your last Visit to this Capital. It is this indulgence
above all which urges me to commend them to you and
encourages me to hope that they will not seem to you altogether
unworthy of your favour. May it therefore please you to receive
them kindly and to be their Father, Guide and Friend!

It is the craft of phrase structure, the interweaving of themes
and the ability to take a single gesture or motif and develop it to
great effect that keeps this music fresh and youthful.

Unusually, this work begins with the first two movements both in
a ¾ time signature. In what may appear to be a stock standard
sonata form first movement (opening statements which are
developed and then restated at the end of the movement), listen
out as Mozart delights in adding quirks and unexpected
harmony in the recapitulation.

The second movement is really a deceptively simple affair.
Mozart begins in unison, which is always a lovely effect when the
voices veer off into succulent harmony. Intensely playful, it more
than effectively sets up the third movement. The centrepiece of

the quartet, the third movement is a theme and set of six
variations giving each instrument moments in the limelight. As
ever, variations are an excuse for composers to show off their
inventiveness and this is no exception. Each variation clearly has
its own character, like people of different shapes and sizes trying
on the same clothes. It is when we reach the militaristic variation
with the cello ‘drumming’ away on an insistent beat that we
understand the work’s nickname, “The Drum”. At the end of the
movement, the drummer goes over the hill and into the distance
as the music fades away.

The fourth movement is yet another example of Mozart’s love of
fugue and counterpoint. Lines jumping in over top of each other
and answering each other simultaneously. Continually surprising,
there are a number of choral moments giving respite to the
busyness and jocularity being thrown about. As if pairing the last
two movements with their diminuendo endings, the work ends
as if one is leaving a party that is still going on til the wee small
hours of the morning.

JOHN ROTAR 1995-
V Večernih (composed 2015)

We met John in 2016 as a young composer taking part in our
inaugural composer development program. We were
immediately struck by his intense intelligence, love of music (and
string quartets in particular) and a profound dedication to
understanding as much as he could about the way string
quartets work. His music already has a unique personality which
will certainly serve for many generations to come. Not dissimilar
to Bartók in its approach, the result is one full of rhythmic verve
and a hint of nostalgia.

A note from the composer:

“My work V Večernih (In the Evening) is a short series of dances,
of Slovenian folk inspiration. Half of my father’s family still lives
in Slovenia and after visiting there in 2014 I have written a
number of works not only drawing on musical folk influences,
but also on my own personal reaction to rich culture and striking
natural world of the region. In this piece one can picture
woodland scene; the trees bursting with all shades of green and
the lichen covered limestone jagging out from the undergrowth,
or perhaps one hears street performers, playing on the corner of
a cobbled street, with the music joyously dancing through the
bustling twilight street market.”

MIKI TSUNODA guest violin
NICHOLAS WATERS violin
HELEN IRELAND viola
ZOE KNIGHTON cello
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FELIX MENDELSSOHN 1809-1847

Four lieder arranged for string quartet by John Rotar
Our featured composer in 2018, Mendelssohn certainly wrote a
number of string quartets. (No less than six with additional short
pieces and a student work as well.) We were interested to
investigate other elements of his compositional output so that
we could musically get to know more of the man whose music
we so adore. We chose these lieder for John Rotar to arrange
for us.
X

Even if, in one or other of them, I had a particular word or words
in mind, I would not tell anyone, because the same word means
different things to different people. Only the songs say the same
thing, arouse the same feeling, in everyone - a feeling that can't
be expressed in words. - Felix Mendelssohn

I. Op. 34: No. 2 Auf Flügeln des Gesanges (composed 1834)
II. Op. 57: No. 5 Venetianisches Gondellied (composed 1842)
III. Op. 9: No. 1 Frage (composed 1827-30)
IV. Op. 8: No. 8 Hexenlied (composed 1824-27)

Auf Flügeln des Gesanges
On wings of song,
my love, I'll carry you away
to the fields of the Ganges
Where I know the most beautiful place.

There lies a red-flowering garden,
in the serene moonlight,
the lotus-flowers await
Their beloved sister.

The violets giggle and cherish,
and look up at the stars,
The roses tell each other secretly
Their fragrant fairy-tales.

The gentle, bright gazelles,
pass and listen;
and in the distance murmurs
The waves of the holy stream.

There we will lay down,
under the palm-tree,
and drink of love and peacefulness
And dream our blessed dream.

Venetianisches Gondellied
When through the Piazzetta
Night breathes her cool air,
Then, dearest Ninetta,
I'll come to thee there.
Beneath thy mask shrouded,
I'll know thee afar,
As Love knows, though clouded,
his own Evening Star.

In garb, then, resembling
Some gay gondolier,
I'll whisper thee, trembling,

Our bark, love, is near:
Now, now, while there hover
those clouds o'er the moon,
'Twill waft thee safe over
yon silent Lagoon."

Frage
Is it true? Is it true
that over there in the leafy walkway, you always
wait for me by the vine-draped wall?
And that with the moonlight and the little stars
you consult about me also?

Is it true? Speak!
What I feel, only she grasps --
she who feels with me
and stays ever faithful to me,
eternally faithful.

Hexenlied
The swallow flies,
the spring is victorious
and gives us flowers for our wreaths.
Soon we will scuttle
softly out the door
and fly to the magnificent dance.

A black billygoat,
a broomstick,
the oven-fork, the distaff,
tear us along as swiftly
as lightning and wind,
through roaring winds to Brocken Mountain.

Around Beelzebub
we all dance
and kiss his clawed hands.
A swarm of ghosts
takes us by the arm
and swings torches in a dance.

And Beelzebub
promises the troupe
of dancers gifts upon gifts:
They will be beautiful,
they will walk in silk,
And they will dig up pots of gold.

A fiery dragon flies
around the roof
and brings us butter and eggs.
The neighbours see
the sparks fly
and hold up a cross to ward off the fire.

The swallow flies,
the spring is victorious
the flowers [blossom on the wreath]1.
Soon we will scuttle
softly out the door;
[hurray for the magnificent dance!]

INTERVAL



LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN 1770-1827

String Quartet No. 16 in F major, Op. 135 (composed 1826)

I. Allegretto (F major)
II. Vivace (F major)
III. Lento assai, cantante e tranquillo (D sharp major)
IV. Grave, ma non troppo tratto - Allegro (F major)

Critic Robert Haven Schauffler warns, “For the experience of
hearing the last five quartets the listener should be prepared at
least as carefully and seriously as a schoolboy for the university,
or a freemason for initiation into the higher degrees, or a child
for confirmation.” In simpler terms, if you bring everything you
have as a listener to these works, they will transport you into a
realm where music is about everything, and simultaneously
about nothing but itself.

Beethoven was fifty-five. Outside his art, his life was in almost
total disarray. The mess in his rooms was legendary. To be seen
with him in the street was an embarrassment.

There were two men who Beethoven relied heavily upon to keep
him going; Karl Holz, then Anton Schindler, who took over when
Holz retired to get married. Schindler infamously destroyed
some of the conversation books that contained supposedly
incriminating information.

Around this time, Beethoven was planning an Opera dealing
with the fairy Melusine, who was half snake on Saturdays. Holz
claimed that Beethoven had complete pieces sketched in his
head along with two movements of another symphony in C
minor and the first movement of a string quintet.

But what emerged was this quartet in F.

Beethoven wrote to Schlesinger (his publisher), “Here, my friend
is my last quartet. It will be the last; and indeed it has given me
much trouble. For I could not bring myself to compose the last
movement. But as your letters were reminding me of it, in the
end I decided to compose it. And that is the reason why I have
written the motto: The decision taken with difficulty - Must it be?
- It must be! It must be!”

The first movement is based around a rather mercurial opening
motif and a cantus firmus, which you will hear very early on,
played by all four instruments in unison. Beethoven rather
cleverly begins the development with a vaguely fugal passage,
which combines the cantus firmus with the opening motif. This
movement, while there are no repeats, adheres very honestly to
the symmetrical, Mozartian ideal. The coda directly mirrors the
development opening with a similar passage in double
counterpoint combining the two themes before it concludes in
an understated piano.

The second movement assumes much dynamism and verve,
precursing the Lento coming up, which is so very peaceful. This
is his last jocular adventure and one that matches the raucous
trios of the Op. 59, No. 2 and the Op. 74. After an extremely
symmetrical exploration of eight-bar phrases, the quartet is
interrupted by some loud, unexpected E flats. Life returns to
normal, with the main figure turning itself into a frolic in A major;
A major is said to be Beethoven's rustic key. One critic aptly
describes this passage: "Even when Beethoven seems to have
lost all self control, and to have worked himself up into the
wildest frenzy, he sees the world with eyes that are as clear as
ever. But he is not afraid to draw aside the curtain that veils the
abyss. He knows no fear of chaos, out of which matter is made
from, because he is aware of his power to give form to all that
his eyes have seen." This chaos winds its way back, semitone by

semitone, to the original scherzo theme and the syncopations
remain unsettling right until the last bar!

In the scherzo, there is a pervasive pedal C throughout the
movement. In the next movement, Lento assai, cantante e
tranquillo, this pedal rises a semitone and settles on a D flat.
Here, Beethoven explores the form of variation and discovers
another level of tranquility. Even when he was being
'neoclassical', Beethoven couldn't help but further the idea of
form and structure to a creative end. You will hear the same
tune repeated in different guises and in a way that by no means
sounds repetitive.

The final movement is the one that has given rise to so much
debate. On the score is written the words Muss es sein? (“Must
it be?") under the first three notes uttered by the cello and viola,
and this question tortures the quartet until the first violin
declares in the major key Es muss sein! ("It must be!"). There are
various stories about the origins of those words. Whatever the
motivation behind the words, the ‘must’ to the answer "it must
be" is decidedly positive and chirpy, making light of any
decision-making perplexities. The question motif seems
decidedly operatic and in particular, the middle section adds as
a centrepiece for the entire movement. Ending with pixie-like
pizzicato, Beethoven's humour rings out. After such profundity
with the previous quartets and the question posed at the
beginning of the movement, it gives a certain insight into
Beethoven's mind as he laughs in the face of such adversity.

Right up until the end, Beethoven still had hopes to regain his
hearing. There is an entry in his conversation book a few months
before he died which gives painful hope: “Linke knows of a quite
newly discovered remedy for deafness. It did wonders for one of
his friends. Green nut rinds crushed in lukewarm milk. A few
drops in the ear…”

Notes copyright © 2018 Flinders Quartet. All rights reserved.
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with guest artist, Chris Moore (viola and narrator)
X

BALLARAT The Lost Ones Basement Bar
Sunday 29 April, 11.00am

ELTHAM Montsalvat Upper Gallery
Sunday 22 July, 2.30pm

MELBOURNE Collins Street Baptist Church
Tuesday 24 July, 1.00pm

HAWTHORN Hawthorn Arts Centre
Thursday 26 July, 7.30pm

NORTH SYDNEY The Independent
Sunday 29 July, 3.30pm

Visit flindersquartet.com for full information and booking details
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